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ABSTRACT
After summarizing the essential elements of a

gun-sustained spheromek, the potential for a

steady-stata is explored by means of a

comprehensive physics/engineering/coating

model. A range of cost-optimized reactor

design polnta ia presented, aridthe sensitivity

of cost t.o key physics, engineering, and

operational variables is reported.

I. INTRODUCTION

Based on comprehensive parametric systems

studies, strong developmental, o erational, and

economic arguments can be made! for improved

fusion reactom with higher fusion-power-core

O?Pc, plasma ch-her, first-wall, blanket,

shield, coils) power density (MWt/m3) os lower

mass utilization (tonne/MWt). Studies of the

compact, highar-powe~density optionsl are

●xtended here to include the epheromak member

of the family of compact taroide {CT). After

describing in Sec. II. the spheromak

charucterieticsused to define the reactor,

Sac. 111. summarizes key elements of the

●ngineering parametric model. Parametric

results ●nd sample d~sign points for a range of

net ●lectric powers, P (lWe), ●nd coat-of-
felectricity (COE] ●enMi ivities to a range of

phyeics, ●ngineering, and operational!cost

variable~ are given in Sec. IV. Sectlol V.

concludem with ● brief physics ●nd technology

assessment.

11. 3ACKGROUND

A CT is ●n axisymmetric tome that has no

magnee coils, conducting walls, or vacuum

surfacw linking the torus. This configuration

ha. poloidal field, B , but may or may not
!support tnroidal fiIsl , B , The sphercmak is a

CTwith both B ●nd B+ fi~lds, ●nd both ara of

!comparable me nitude within the plamaa. The

study # C’Ie is motivated by the pottntial fot
an Improved reactor related to a eimpler

$tometry ●nd ~re ●fficient plasma confinement

(hi8her beta).

Work performed under the awpfcea of the US

DmpartmintzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAof Bnergy, Office of Fueion Energy
*~n~llipe petroleum Company, Bartlesvillej OK

74004

The reactor potential of the apheromek Is

examined by comprehensive parametric analyses

developed and refined for another related

system.~ Before this analyefa can proceed,

however, the means by which the spheromak ia

fenced and sustained must be specified.

Spheromeka have been generated usin~ magnetized

coaxial plasma guns (CTX2, BETA-II ), combined

fast-pulsed Z- and e-pinch techniques (PS-1),4

and electrodeless flux-core formation

techr.iquee (S-1).5 Reactor projec~ione have

been made for spheromeks using the fl~~x-core

approach.6 Extensions of the fast-pinch

techniques to the reactor have not yet been

envisaged. A range of other spheromak reactor

studies based primarily on translating

spheromaka that have been formed either by

coaxial or flux-cores have also been

reportnd.~s The use of roaxial plasma-gun

formation and sustainment of a stationary,

steady-stata apheromak reactor is investigated

herein.

Figure 1. depicts the low-aspact-ratio

spheromak and the fmmationlsus:ainment

techniquo using the ma~netized coaxial gun.10

Application of ● voltage between the mm

●lectrodes producee a radial plasma current.

file current generates ● magnetic field that

●ncircles the inner ●lectrode and ultimately

contributes to or amplifles the B

i

in the

epheromak. fhe radial current inte acts with

this field to ●ccelerate the highly conductive

plasma towards th gun muzzle. Steady-state

solenoids me depicted in Fig. 1 ●e embeddad in

tha coaxial ●lectrodm; these oolenoide

generate ● magnetic field that dlvergen into ●

radial field at the gun muzzle. In ●

simplified view, this field is stretched by the

●ccelerated plasma, forminfi the B field ●fter
!tearing, reconnection, ●nd reforms ion into the

opheromak configurations which ultimately

residee,in ●n oblate metellic flux conserver.

‘fheactual procese whereby flux from the gun ie
converted to flux la the cpheromsk is non

conservative ●ud not fully understood,

Depending on operating mode, 10 the

poloidal flux can be completely sepsrated from

the gun (separated cpheromak), or ● small

fraction of the poloidel flux can rr!~ain

●ttached to the gun ●lectrode (eustained
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Fig. 1. Diagram of (7H spheromak faclllty.2

Ipheromek). The gross behavior and magnetic

field profiles obeerved in either case are in

tgreement with Tayior’s minimum-mnargy
~rinciPle,12which de~~ribe~ the rever~ed-ffeld

?inch (RFP)~ and SimPIY a~aCee that a (zero-

>eta) plasma/field configuration injected into

i conducting shell will relax to a naar-

minimum-energy configuration subject to the

:oast~a~nt of cons~ant+ +magnetic hellcity,

c - ~A*BdV

l!’

with B = VXA. Magnetic helicity

:s a measu e of flux linkage and is decreased

)y resistive decay of plasma currencs. The

:aee of the sus~ained spheromak (Fig. l.) ahowe

inked B* ●nd Be ●ntering the sphero~k. lf
:he rate of injection equals the rate of

Ielicicyconsumption within the plaama, a means

~f steady-~tate sustainment is provided. The

~lectrodesmuec be properly configured to allow

:~e toroidal flux emerging from the gun, %

o-V , where V8 18 the gun voltage) to liok

;hatf!action c of the total poloidal fluu 4

:hst is open and counects with the gun.ll The

‘ateof helicity injectidn than la 2V co, and

MS t ●qual the rate of helicit! decay.

experimentalevidence for suetained spheromeks

Las been reportedly )13 for over 5 me or ten
,imeothe rn~gnetic-ener~ydecay time, ~z.

~eee ideas and supporting 6%peri!U8ntal

violence serve as the basi~ of the ephuromak

‘aactcrecoping etudy. The gun-electrode ●nd

lux-cotwervar geometry dapicted in Fig. 1. la

retained and scaled in Fig. 2. for the basic

reactor uodel. The advantages of this fusiou

approach include:
●

●

✠

●

o

●

●

The

simply connected FPC

potential for high plasma power density

high level of intriuaic ohmic heating

dc sustainment of magnetic fielde

stationary pl.aemsoperation

pomsible to add natural magnetic separacrtx

and combine diverter function with

gun-electrode system

hi~h engineering beta (plasma pressure

normalized to magnetic field at coils)

- low-field, low-current coils

- efficient reeistive coils

- thin blanket/shield, high FPC power

density, reduced FPC mass utilization,

small syetems, factory fabrication,

etc.

key disadvantages or uncertainties reside

within the eleccrode system and the potential

for impurity influx to the plasma.

Li’wlrlv

I Q, .
!

REACT~ MODEL FOR
STATIONARY 8TEAOY-8TATS

8PiiEHoMAKs4

Fig. 2. Sustained-spheromak reactor mode1

extrapolated from Fig. 1,

111. SPMEROMAK RSACTORMODEL
A. Parametric Systems Modal

Figure 2 depicts a cylindrical

●quilfb~ium14 modei for the ephero~k plamne
which both convenianely and accurately provides

plaema prof~.lo fumctione to th~ parametric

eyeteme model. Tha paramattics model iS

disnlaved in Ft.E.3. and &108eiV couolem



puriiwung a cwapLe ce sltrveyor steaay-state

reactor designs using CUE as the object

function. The desired net electric power, PE,

and the plasmoid oblateness, L/R, are

specified. The equilibriummdel provides flux

functions that are used along with temperature

and density profiles to generate a range of
profile factors* 8 ~ needed to compute pressure
belanc~, field levels, energy losses, and
reaction rates. The outs~ideplasma separatrix

redius, R, is then varied for a given L/R. A

range of equilibrium-field-coil (EFC)
thickc?sses is then surveyed, and the cost ~f

coil conductor is traded against the electrical

power reclr:ulated to the resistive EFCS. At

aach coil th~ckness the ratio of coil current

to toroidni plasms current is determined by

locating the equllibrism separatrix position at

the appropriate midplane radius, R.
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parametriczyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAsystems model.

I.iaLnga zirsc estimac.e oi the system
recirculating power, the total thenzal power is

then determined, and this estimate in turn

gives the plasma density and confinement time

for a given ignition parameter, n
%“

Inputing
the plasma beta def!nes all required plasma

energies and currencs, which then ~?termines

the EFC currents. Finally, the total power

recirculated to the plasma gun-electrode
diverter (hereafter referred to as the
“diverter”) is determined by the required rate

of helicity injection (i.e., resistive decay of

plasma currents), ohmic loss in the diverter

channel, and elaccrode arc losses. An

Iterative loop matches the expected gun

characteristics to the spl.eromak sustainment

requirements. An experimentallydetermined gun

scaling that reiatas ~ometry, voltage,

current, and flu~ is used 5 to allow a seLf-

consistent analysis. Upon specifying all

losses, an updated recirculatingpower provides

a better estimate of the total thermal power,
T.,hichis iterated according to the algorithm

depicted in Fig. 3. until the desired net

eleccric power is achieved; the overall system

economic analysis is then performed.

As part of the economic package, the ~pc

radiation life (NT) couples the neutron first-

wall loading, Iw, to the overall plant factor,

pf, and gives a strong COE penalty to high-~

systems. The costing procedure used in the

parametric systems code is an updated versioa

of the Ref. 1. mode1 and reflects the

evolutica from the original DOE model

guidancel~ as driven by recznt large reactor

studies.lr~18

B. Plasma !lodel

A cylindrical equilibrium uaode114 is used

to determine profile:averagedproperties, where

generally the pressure is assumed proportional

to the square of the poloidal flux. The

so$uclon+to th$ for~e-free equili iuu equation

?
~ = VXB, ~j = kB in cylindri.:1 geometry

g ves

icz
Br.-B o~J1(krr)cos(kzz)

‘k
BO_ Bo[l + (~)2]112Jl(krr)sin(kzz) (lB)

r

Bz = BoJo(krr)ein(k.zz),

(1A)

(lc)

wh~re B E (B2+B2)1/2, k -aL1/R, kz = T?/L,

●ndk=&2+@lJ?. The~oUowing expression

for nonnafized pololdal flux is used CO derive

all volume-averaged properties and powers in

terms of average density, temperature, and

weighting funccions~ 81.

rJ1(krr)ein(kzz)
(2)

*N(r’z) ‘laol/all) R Jl(a~l) ‘

whero a ~ = 2.40483,

9
al

A
- 3.83171,

= (aol ●ll)R# L/2] = 1, ●n RM is the

~Y~? radius ot the magnetic axia. The



calculationsdepicted on Fig. 3. spec~fy the

fusion alpha-particle power and beta, from

which the average density resuits. Pressure

balance gives the centerline magnetic field

B2 = 4~nkBT/@8~,used in Eqs. (l)) where

%Pand the plasma”

= <(mod-B)2>/B2 the”vo~ume-averagedbeta is
tor idal current is 1$ =

2Bok2[l - %
‘O(all)]’ ~rd:~ive$~a ~~h~ #as=

quantities can then% \ the

alpha-particlepower and p.

It is noted that the coupled

physics/engiceer@?/costing aigo~ithm depicted

on Fig. 3. yields a plasma confiriementtime,

3

(OPT), that is required to assure a minimum-

CI? design. A separate physics scaling,

q(PHYs), must then be compared with TE(OpT) to

assess the ignition margin available to attain

the economic optimum. Such a transport scaling

is not yet available for spheromaks, although a

scaling of the form ~(PHYS) =r#~ is

availablel~19 for RFPs, where r

diffusion distance (minor radius !n ‘SRF%

-R-~ =0.372R for spheromaks) and v is in

the range L-1.5 for RFPs. Because of the low

effective aspect ratioe for the spheromak,

equilibrium tends to require large 1~ compared

to an RFP plasma of siml.larpower density; ●he

RFP ecaling tends cc predict wide ignitxon

margins [i.e., ~(PHYs) >> tE(OpT)] when

aDIIliedto spheromaks.. .
C. Fusion-Power-Core(FPC) Model
At the Darametrics level of study, FpC

detail much keyond that aepicted La Fig. 2. is

Uot available, althotigh more datailed

conceptual designs
1 17,18

on other systems ~

provida strong guidance. The Cirst-*Tall heat

flux for the spheromak reactor could be low,

given efiective diverter operation of modc?rata

radiation losses. The blanketlshl.eldstand-off

distance, Lb, for reeistive copper coil can be

in the range 0.6-0.7 m for efficient tritium

breeding and heat recovery, although the,impact

of the blanket displacement by the daveecor

remains to be estimated.

Tha EFC thickness and curkents are

computed by representingboth plasma and coils

by circular loop c~nductors (N s80,

f!r the

%~e~t~~~ in%tan~~~~in;he %ct$~rrene$ are

estimated by requirlr.gthe total poloidal flux

from boLh plasma and EFC bet to be zero at (R,

Lj2). Ohmic diseipaticn in the plasma and EFCa

as well as stored energy La computed for use in

the energy balance, FPC costin6 (coil ~$seas

structure, etc.), and ultimate~y the COE

estimata. It is eeen from Fig. 3. that an

iterative loop on coil thickness determines the

cost-optimized EFC parameters an a result of

the tradeoff between FPC mass and recirculated

power.

D. Electrods!-GunUivertor Model

Along the edge-plas- (open-field)region

of the spheromak, the divertoc represents the

greatwt uncertainty for the dc statiomry

epheromak ruactor. The coupled edge-
.

iteratively for the gun voltage, Vg, which

along with the gun current, I . dete~nes the

power that must be “:ecircu~tad to the dc

current drive through the divertor.

The current flowing from the divertor

equals the current flowing around the plasma

edge 011 open field lines. Based on Taylor’a

minimum-energy hypothesis,~2 the ratio of

plasm+ current to field 1s a constant,
k=

3
j/B, for the $ = O force-free case

consi ered. If it is assumed that the edge-

piasma current density is larger by a factor

1/

7

than the Taylor current, then
j=cp/ 0 ~~, where ~ is a helicity injection
efficiency. Given that a fraction c of the

poloidal flux connects the spheromak with the

diverter, thnn the radius r. of open pololdal

flux at the center of the spheromak is given by

~N(rQ,~/2) = .5 and Eq. (2). Hence,

lg = mo~Bo/~~.
Given the gun voltage$

:% : ;Ef
+VR+VA9 the power co the gun,

!an b8 determined, the total

r~circil~;ing power results, and the

optimization proceeds as depicted on Fig. 3.

The electrode arc voltage drop, V

as parametric input, whereas a on%%i~n%~?

parallel-field heat-conduction model estimatee

the temperature profile arou~d the open field

lines for an aseumed electrode-plasma

temperature, TEL. The voltage V ~ needed to

eupply magnetic helicity at a rat:auJi:;:?q::
to the resistive decay, K/~2,

from the plasma field diffusion time,

%2 = (field energy)/(ohmic power), these

latter quatitities being determined from the

equilibrium model [Eqs. (l)] or more exacc
solutions~ to the MHD equilibrium equations

for the Taylor state. Hence, the component of

the gun %oltage needed to drive helicity is

= K/2c@B2,
jgic=~

where * 2 = ( 2/V )Lp/2goWn,

, Vp - nit%, L, ?s the$ialme internal

i~ductance, gO~ is the ohmic-heating profile

factor, md Tl is the plasma resictivlty

evaluated at the average plaema temperature.

For the model equilibrium,

:;::! lJ)(ao’)BO’k:’ K = ‘“o’”: J &@::h% iS $= (2k/k%z)[l

Given an experimentally ~ecermined” re tion

between ro, c, V , and the gun dimensions

(e. g., Inner and ou~e~ electrode radii,

and r ), a self-consistent set of plasms/&:

electr88e/dlvertot equations results. A

plama-gun scaling has been suggested for tha

CTK experimentlk and is ueed in this study.

Ig/V#i3 s6(10)3 [1.0+ 103c$(0.15/rgo)]

(3)

Laatly, specification of a design heat

f lUX , qD(~/m2)b and u heatlparticle (i.e.,

magnetic flux) distribution along the diverter

axis, as well ●s an estimation of the power

split of plmma energy lees betxeen inner and
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dive’r~orlength, 1 (Fig. 2.). These relations

Cogether with the ~ptimization logic depicted

(trlFig. 3. give a tightiy focused reactor

model with which to select a well constrained

sec of spheromak design points.

IV. PARAMETRIC RXSULTS AND SAMPLE DESIGN POINT

A. Standard Conditions

Table I lists the ‘(standard”conditions

adopted for this Study . Sensitivity studies

were performed abovt these standard conditions.

TABLE I

Standard Conditions for Spheromak Reactor Study

Density aridtemperature profiles,

n(r,z) and T(r,z)

:$:2:;%:%,ZE71

Taylor parameter, k(m-l) = ~~/~
Volume-averaged beta, p

Average plasma temperature, T(keV)

Edge-plasma temperature,TE(keV)

Electrode-plaama temperature,TEL(eV)

Eeliclty injection efficiency, ~

Electrode arc voltage, VgA(V)

Plasma guu scaling

Ignition parameter, ntE(1020s/m3)

Diverter design heat load, q (MW/m2)

?3ianket/shield thickness, & m)

Blanket enerqi multiplication,MN

Gun electrode radius radio, r8+1rgo
FPC radiation life, &’.(MWyr/m )

Scheduled FPC change-out time (days)

Thermal conversion efficiency, ~

Auxiliary power fraction, fAu~

4py(r,z)

1.25
CONSTANT

0.1

20

0.5

3.0

0.66

[Eq!”~3)]

f(si,T)

5.0

6.7

1.3

2/3

15.0

28.0

0.35

0.07

B. Parametric Results

The minimum-COE designs are shown on,

Fig. 4. as a function of outer plasma radius,,

R(m), and net-electric power, PE(MW~), for the

standard conditions. Lines of constant neutron

first-wall loading are also shown, indicating

that the fully optimized rninimum-COE design

occurs near

?!

= 20 MW/m2 for the 12 MWyr/m2

I?PClife aesume . The nuclear economy-of-scale

that characteriz6tI the costing data base an~

procedure ueedl~17)la substantially reduce

the COE ae PE is increased from 250 to

1000 MWe(nec).

Large plasma radii force low neutron

first-wall loadlnge, larger FPC mass, and tha

observed increase in COE. Because FPC maes

utilization is even smaller than that projected

for the CRFPR,l the fraction of the total

dirsct soot repreaanted by the FPC IS even les6i

(3-4%), and anevenwaaker increase in COEwith

Increaaed plaeme size in observadt Substantial

decreases from the first-wall neutron loading

of Iv = 20 MW/m2 for the fully optimized

minimum-COE dmaign would be possible without

●arioua coat penalty, although the O1-mma siza

for \ <10 MW/m2 and PE >500 MWe large.

The .ow cost of the FPC. howevvr. st~, .ld I ILIOW

an econooucal multiplexing or a nummar u~

smaller, lower-wall-loading FPCS to drive a

- 100C-M?#eplant.

As the plasms radius and eize is

diminished, Fig. 4. shows a rapid increase in

neutron first-wall loading for a given PE. The

increased downtime required for the more
frequent FPC replacement rapidly drives the COE

upward. Decreases in the FPC radiation life or

increases in the FPC maintenance period will

cause this minimum-COE point to occur at lower

‘i. values. Counteracting this tendency for

increased COE as 2W increases for a given PE Is

a coupling of plasma and coil currents that

does not deteriorate as rapidly as for the

CRFPR case, leading to a less rapid de~rease in

recirculating power as R is decreased. The

upswing in COE depicted iz Fig. 4, therefore,

is noc as strong as projecced for the CRFPR.l

Fig. 4. Cost of electricity au a function of

plasma dimension and net electric

power.

C. Sample Design Points

Table LX eiummerizea key plaama and FF’C

parar~ter for the fully optimized minimum-COE

design points over a range of pE(~e). The

total power required $y the gun is expressed aa

a plasma Q-valua, Q = PF/P , in Table II,

?Rwhere PF - P~(4My + 1 /5 ie t e fusion power.
Because of the ‘low aspect ratio, equilibrium
requires substantially higher vaiues of plasma
currents than for ~he RFP,l although the
larger plasma minor crose sectione for the

●pheromek result in a decrease in plasma

current density., The tiear-sphericalgaometry

also is reflected in: a) reducad FPC power

density, but b) decreased FPC mass utilization

and a Greater reduction in the impact of the

FPC on the total direct tout. Because almost

all the alpha-particle and ohmic dissipation

within the plasma is amsumed to be transported
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]. 5. Sensitivity of coat of electricity to

key physics and engineering parameters.

,
heat- flux limitation imposed results in the

divertor being a Lar8e fraction of the FPC

voluma (Table II).

D. Sensitivity Studies

Seven key variables were identified for

sensitivity analyses: helicity injection

efficiencies, volume-average plasma beta,

13; edge-plasma t?;perature, TE; fusion-neutron

first-wall loading, ~=, blanketlshield

thickness, Ab; FPC radiation life, %T; and arc

voltage drop at the electrode-gun diverter, V .

kFf~re 5 summarizes the COE sensitivity to t e
net electric power, PE, and inostof the above-

mentioned variables. Over the range of PE

studied (500-1500 MWe), the ohmic losses h the

plasma do not dominate the recirculating power,

giving a weak dependence of COE on ~ and T ,

Y(the TE dependence is not shown, but is < 1% .

Increases in VA generally caused the minimum-

COE designs to select a larger value of total

gun voltage, Vg, in order to minimize gun

current and associated arc losses, thereby

giving a weaker dependence of COE on Vg than

originally expected (the V dependence is

f

also

< 1% and is not shown on F g. 5.)

V. CONCLUSIONS

The spherical-like reactor &eometry

presents both advantages and disadvantages.

Because of the higher ratio of volume tc

surface. better (lower) FPC mass utilization

occurs “for a lower F~C power density, but the

TABLE II
Fully Optimized,Minhum-COE Spheromsk FPC Design-Point Summery (Fig● 4)

Net electric power, pE(MWe)

Thermal power, p~(MWt)

Spheromak radius, R(m)

Spheromak height, L(m)

Spheromsk volume, V = *%(m3)
Plasuw current, I@A)
Plasma current density, j (MA/m2)

t’Average plasma density, n 1020/m3)
Average plasma temperature,T(keV)

Optimum energy confinement time, ~(OPT)(s)

Peak field on plasma centerline, BO(T)

Plasms field, B(R,L/2)(T)

EFC field, BC(T)

ToCal field energy, W (MJ)

?Field decay time, ~Z e)

Plasma ohmic dissipation,Pa(W)

Plasma fusion power density, P /V (MW/m3)
1PFusion neutron first-wall load ng, Iw(MW/m2)

Total thermal power, p (M’Wt)

TMass utilization,M Pc P~(tonne/MWt)

FPC power dnnsity, ‘~/VFpC(~t/m3)
FPC dlmensione

m First-wall radius, rw

● ZFC thickness, be(m)

● Inner alectrode !!adiua, rgi(m)

● Outer electrode radius

● Electrode length,

?

, rga(m)

(m)
● System radius, r~(m

● Maes (toene)

● Gun-elactrodevolume fraction

Plasma Q-values, Q = PF/P

RecirculatingpoweF fractign

Unit,direct cost, UDC($/k!ie)

Cost of elactricitv.CClE~mil19ikW@J

2s0.
973.

1.70
2.12

18.34
30.0

8.3
2.8

20 ●

0.34
13.9
5.6

3.0
343.5

25.7
13.4
42.2
17.4

973.
0.41
8.69

1.70
0.59
C*95
1.42
2.29
2.99

39!s”

0.12
37.
9.27

2441.9
Ino t,

500.
1803.

2.22
2.77

42.99
37.5

6.1
2.5

20.
0.38

13.3
5.4

2.8
701.1
44.0
16.0
33.6
18.7

1803.
0.29

10.20

2.22
0.56
,1.24
1.86
3.150
3.48

S24.
0.16

60.
0.21

1480.9
c- n

750.
2605.

2.60
3.25

69.02
42.7

5.1
2.4

20.

0.40
12.9
5.2

2.7
1065.3

60.0
17.8’
30.2
19.8

2605.
0.26

10.59

2.60
0.59
1.45
2.17
3.85
3.88

685.
0.19

76.
0.18

1147.4
S?. *

1000.
3416.

3.00
3.72

105.18
47.3
4.3
2.3

20.

0.43
12.5
5.0

2.6
1494.4

78.6
19.0
26.0
19.8

3416.
0.24

10.65

3.00
0.57
1.66
2.49
4.38
4.25

806. ~
0.21

94.
0.16

977.7
,,-
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combination of high power density and high

total power can be achieved only for higher

first-wall neutron loadings. Equilibrium in a

low-aspect-ratio, spherical-likegeometry also

requires large plasma curreats, but both the

plasma current density (and ohmic heating

rates) as well as stored energy remain low.

The pb.ysics iSSUeS and che impact on

reactor performance can be divided betveen the

spheromalc and the diverter. The sustai~e~

spheromak may require a constant k = ~~/B

profile, inferring that large Taylor currencs

ruuac flow in the cold plasma edge. High edge-

plasma temperatures are needed to minimize

joule lesses incurred therein, which in turn

can impact the power consumed ?!ythe dlvertor.

The divertor appears to be a key ~ystem in

determining the viability of this concept as a

ste$dy-etate, stationery reactor. The

exe-reactor location of the diverter gives

greater deeign and maintenance flexibility to

this high-heat-flux unit. The impact of the

divertor on blanket efficiency remains to be

quantified. The gun scaling relationship

[Eq. (3)] represents a large uncertainty and
determines the fraction of paloidal flux

diverted, which should remain below -0.01 in

order co mfnfmlze power requirements. ‘Lastly,

the plasms processes active in the transition

region between the diverter and the spheromak

involve magnetic helicity generatlan,

transport, and absorption, and. therefore, are

characterized by related unknowns.

The results presented herein appear

promising from tha viewpoint of simplified FPC,

smeller nuclear syacem, and the possibility to

shrink the nuclear envelope to an extent where

fusion assumes an economy of scale that is more

like fossil-fuel systems. In this case,

smaller power plants

attractive economically,

of small low-cost FPCa to

plant may be poaslble,

construction of a ,~rester

syetem may be possLble.
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